Restriction endonuclease cleavage of satellite DNA in intact bovine nuclei.
We have analyzed the efficiency with which specific nucleotide sequences within nucleosomes are recognized and cleaved by DNA restriction endonucleases. A system amenable to this sort of analysis is the cleavage of the bovine genome with the restriction endonuclease EcoRI. Bovine satellite I comprises 7% of the genome and is tandemly repetitious with an EcoRI site at 1400 base pair (bp) intervals within this sequence. The ease with which this restriction fragment can be measured permits an analysis of the accessibility of this sequence when organized in a nucleosomal array. Initial studies indicated that satellite I sequences are organized in a nucleosomal structure in a manner analogous to that observed for total genomic DNA. We then examined the accessibility of the EcoRI cleavage sites in satellite to endonucleolytic cleavage in intact nuclei. We find that whereas virtually all the satellite I sequences from naked DNA are cleaved into discrete 1400 bp fragments, only 33% of the satellite I DNA is liberated as this fragment from intact nuclei. These data indicate that 57% of the EcoRI sites in nuclei are accessible to cleavage and that cleavage can occur within the core of at least half the nucleosomal subunits. Analysis of the products of digestion suggests a random distribution of nucleosomes about the EcoRI sites of satellite I DNA. Finally, the observation that satellite sequences can be cleaved from nuclei to 1400 bp length fragments with their associated proteins provides a method for the isolation of specific sequences as chromatin. Using sucrose gradient velocity centrifugation, we have isolated a 70% pure fraction of satellite I chromatin. Nuclease digestion of this chromatin fraction reveals the presence of nucleosomal subunits and indicates that specific sequences can be isolated in this manner without gross disorganization of their subunit structure.